
The Fleetguard FF63054NN:  
Genuine Filtration for Cummins  
B & L Series Engines

Fleetguard FF63054NN Fuel Filter 
In 2013, Cummins Filtration released the Fleetguard FF63009 fuel filter for all Cummins B and L series engines. Featuring a user-

friendly filter design, along with our patented NanoNet® media, the FF63009 was designed to keep fuel injectors working like new 

by capturing the harmful contaminants commonly found in diesel fuel. After nearly a decade of doing just that, Cummins Filtration 

introduces the next generation of user-friendly filter for Cummins B and L series engines—the Fleetguard FF63054NN. 

*The FF63054NN is backwards compatible on any 2013-2020 Cummins ISB6.7/B6.7 or ISL9/L9 engine  

where the FF63009 was previously used.

The Fleetguard FF63054NN provides: 
• Enhanced design meeting new OE requirements with improved capabilities in severe conditions

• Maximum system compatibility between the engine, filter and fuel system

• Highest level of fuel injector protection against dirty fuel enabled by our NanoNet media

• Easy-to-service with the flat bottom user-friendly filter design 

• Disposable composite shell

New part number, same great protection  
with award-winning NanoNet media

Look for the NanoNet logo  
for superior protection.
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Best Warranty in the Business.
The Cummins Filtration Warranty extends to our entire line of products, ensuring the same 
promise of performance and coverage beyond the competition. Visit cumminsfiltration.com 
to learn more about the competitive benefits of the Cummins Filtration Warranty.  
Nothing Guards Like Fleetguard!

How can the FF63054NN help reduce maintenance expenses?
The FF63054NN fuel filter meets the new, enhanced OE performance specifications for 2013-2020 Cummins B6.7 and L9 

engines and is the genuine replacement filter recommended by Cummins. As a result, using the FF63054NN can help lower 

a customer’s total cost of ownership by promoting a healthier fuel injection system on each vehicle or piece of equipment in their 

fleet. Fleetguard fuel filters like the FF63054NN reduce the risk of premature injector wear or failure, providing more time on the 

road getting the job done and less time in the service shop.

Cummins Developed, Cummins Approved.
• Fleetguard filters are field tested all over the world to meet the toughest industry and internal standards.

• Cummins engines and filters are developed together to ensure maximum compatibility.

• Manufactured since 1958, Fleetguard filters are Cummins owned and Cummins inspired.

• We are Cummins and we know engines!


